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Introduction
As the scientific community likes to remind us, scrutinising isolated data points tends not to offer a very complete picture. Yes,
sales data is useful, as is trackable usage and attitude data such as consumption frequency, repertoire, and so on. However on
their own, none will provide more than a teasing glimpse of the wider picture.
This is because, when it comes to wine (and indeed everything else), we are each of us an intricately complex (and occasionally
contradictory) combination of multiple measures. Crucially, it is this combination which paints a more complete picture of who
we are and what our behaviour is. In wine terms, we tend towards some distinct wine-drinking “personalities”, whether we’re
cost-cutting pensioners who solely drink wine in the home, or educated, curious, party-going youngsters who enjoy splashing
out. In short, studying combinations of measures puts things in a context that provides the information we really need.
In recognition of this, for the last 10 years we have used our regular omnibus survey of UK wine drinkers, Vinitrac®, to collect
consistent data on UK wine drinkers. We have then used a cluster analysis to develop the UK wine market segmentation we
have dubbed Portraits, which groups UK regular wine drinkers into distinct categories based on their attitude towards, and
relationship with, wine. This tried and tested segmentation yields six discrete groups of drinkers which can be ranked in terms
of their wine involvement, and paints a vivid and detailed picture of who these consumers are.
While the Portraits have changed slightly over time, there is a broad consistency: year on year, the same clusters emerge in our
sea of data points to give us our groups: Adventurous Connoisseurs, Generation Treaters, Mainstream-at-Homers, Risk-Averse
Youngsters, Senior Sippers, and Kitchen Casuals. However several segments have changed significantly in size and behaviour for
a number of important reasons that this report will explore in more detail.
Adventurous Connoisseurs, the most involved group among the segments, account for roughly 10% of regular wine drinkers yet
are responsible for around 15% of all spending on wine in the UK. These are experienced, often middle-aged drinkers who
embrace wine as part of their lifestyle, remain keen to learn more, and maintain a broad portfolio of varietals and brands.
The next most involved are Generation Treaters, who comprise 11% of the regular wine-drinking population yet account for a
colossal 31% of total spending on wine in the UK. These are relative newcomers to the wine category, but working hard to
advance their knowledge and sophistication, and tending to devote a lot more of their spend to the on-trade, which skews their
overall spend share significantly higher . They’re skewed in favour of males, are curious and keen to learn more, and
experimenting with less standard varietals.
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Introduction (cont.)
Mainstream-at-Homers account for 24% of UK regular wine drinkers. This group is comprised of a “core” of wine drinkers in
their 40s and 50s who drink wine frequently, primarily at home, primarily bought as part of the weekly shop.
The Risk-Averse Youngsters are younger drinkers who are new to the wine category and lack confidence in their choices. Their
proportion among UK regular wine drinkers is roughly equivalent to their proportion of UK spend on wine: 18% versus 19%.
Amongst these consumers, price dominates as a priority when choosing what wine to buy.
The least involved groups are the Senior Sippers and the Kitchen Casuals. The Senior Sippers are unadventurous older drinkers
who account for 23% of regular UK wine drinkers, but for only 12% of total spend on wine in the UK. They drink less frequently
and their repertoire is restricted. Similarly, the Kitchen Casuals are middle-aged, less well-off drinkers who lack any real interest
in wine, only drinking it on occasion, and never in the on-trade. Not surprisingly these price-conscious consumers account for a
tiny proportion of the UK’s total spend on wine at only 4%, but for 14% of the UK regular wine drinking population.
The purpose of creating these segments may well be to pin data down and rigidify it into distinct categories. Yet, ironically, one
of the most interesting and valuable fruits of this exercise is to observe how these categories drift. It is by noting these trends
that we can map out a trajectory for the future purchasing behaviour of these groups of drinkers.
We last produced a UK Portraits report in 2013. Using this as a benchmark for comparison, we can see
a pattern of evolutions emerge across the majority of the groups: increasing numbers are turning away
from the supermarkets towards discounters, most are glugging Prosecco with increasing gusto, and
many more are now making use of the internet to buy their wine.
It is through a comprehensive understanding of these distinct groups, their identities, habits,
preferences, as well as their evolution over time, that we are most apt to target the right audience
among the millions of regular wine drinkers in the UK. Although each and every consumer is unique,
this exercise of characterisation – crafting portraits from a landscape – sheds an invaluable light on the
detail and intrigue of the UK’s wine consumers.

Kirsty Mainprize
Project Manager
Wine Intelligence
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How Portraits works
What are Portraits?


Portraits are a series of reports designed by Wine Intelligence to provide wine businesses with a reference segmentation
model of wine drinkers which can be applied to individual brands, regions, countries of origin, style categories and retailers.



Portraits are detailed in a full PDF report and supporting Excel data table



UK Portraits 2016 is the fifth edition of UK Portraits. Portraits is also available for Canada, China and USA

How we make Portraits…


Wine Intelligence uses factor and cluster analysis to group consumers into distinct segments based on their answers to
questions about their wine-drinking behaviour and their attitude towards wine. Once consumers have been identified as
belonging to a specific segment, these segments are profiled based on a set of output variables, which in addition to the
input variables above include demographic information and more detailed questions on wine-drinking behaviour



Portraits are based an integrated research methodology utilising both quantitative and qualitative techniques


Quantitative: Analysis for UK Portraits is based on a sample of more than 3,020 UK regular wine drinkers collected in
March, July and October 2015 via Wine Intelligence’s Vinitrac® online survey. Comparisons for some measures were
made against the previous UK Portraits 2013.



Qualitative: A combination of online community discussions and focus group were conducted in London in March
2016 (see Appendix for details of the qualitative research methodology)
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How can I use Portraits?
Objectives
The Portraits report series has two main objectives:
1.
Help to identify your target consumers
2.
Provide a detailed understanding of those consumers, including:

Who they are

Why they drink wine

What they drink

Where and how they buy wine

How you can target them
This report identifies the higher value, mid-value and lower value consumer groups in the wine market, and provides detail on the preferences and
behaviours of each segment in order to help you to identify the right target group for your product. This analysis can then be combined with an analysis
of the competitive landscape to build a decision of which consumers to target.
The segmentation model can be used to identify and understand target consumers, and to map on to brand, portfolio and channel strategies. Reading
the report, it is important to note that each consumer group has its own needs and merits. Higher value consumers may offer a tempting target
because they tend to buy more expensive wines more frequently; on the other hand they tend to have broad portfolios and the competition for their
attention is intense. Lower value consumers may shop for wine less often and spend less, but can still represent significant opportunities for producers
whose strengths align with lower cost, consumer-friendly products.

Putting findings into practice
Once you have decided on your target and built an understanding of who these consumers are, there are a number of ways to apply this understanding
to better target your key customers. In the past, wine companies have used Portraits to inform:






Packaging and label design
Brand positioning
Advertising and marketing communications
Channel strategy
In-store positioning and layout
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Portraits-based wine business strategies
Over the years our clients have used the Portraits report series in a variety of ways to target their high-potential consumers. Here are a few examples
of how this consumer segmentation can be used to develop more tailored wine business strategies.

Portfolio strategy
The first step when selling a product to the UK market is deciding who the target consumers are. Wine companies have used UK Portraits to assess
where their market opportunity lies by determining to whom their products might appeal, and to design an overall portfolio strategy that is targeted
to these consumers.

Brand health assessment among target Portrait groups
Vinitrac® - our global online wine drinker survey – allows Wine Intelligence to assess brand health among both overall UK regular wine drinkers and
within specific Portraits segments, including looking at trends over time. This can be used to understand with which consumers a brand is strongest
and weakest, and to assess competitive positioning among target consumers.
When looking to explore how consumers react to a product’s branding in more depth and what conscious and unconscious associations they have with
the product, we often conduct focus groups with consumers from targeted Portrait segments, which allows us to build a deeper understanding not
only of how the brand is viewed in general, but also how it fits into the wine drinking habits of the specific consumers for whom it is intended.

New product testing
Newly developed products can be tested with target consumers in a variety of ways. In addition to focus groups, wine companies often ask us to test
their product with a larger sample of consumers through hall tests, where we recruit consumers from the target Portrait group to taste the product
and provide their feedback on the taste and style.

Label and packaging testing
To assess how a label or packaging design is positioned relative to its competitors, or how a new label design is perceived by consumers, we often use
a combination of focus groups with target consumers to explore their reactions to the packaging combined with label testing with a representative
sample of UK regular wine drinkers through our Vinitrac® survey platform. This allows us to see both how the packaging performs overall, and,
importantly, how it performs among its core Portrait group.
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Meet the portraits
UK regular wine drinkers can be grouped into 6 distinct segments, based on their
relationship with wine
Adventurous Connoisseurs are
Kitchen Casuals are middle-aged and
infrequent wine drinkers, who are
typically unengaged with the category

middle-aged confident wine
drinkers who enjoy
experimenting within their wine
lives
Generation Treaters are
younger wine drinkers
who are growing in
confidence and
experimenting with
caution in their wine
choice

Senior Sippers are
older, less frequent wine
drinkers with a limited
interest in wine

Risk-averse Youngsters are
younger wine drinkers, lacking in
confidence and still growing into
the wine category
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Mainstream-at-Homers are
middle-aged ‘core’ wine
drinkers who view their
wine drinking as a frequent
treat
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Portraits: Estimating volume and share of spend
Adventurous Connoisseurs and Generation Treaters together account for 46% of total
spend on wine…despite being only 21% of the regular wine drinking population
Share of population, market volume and value
Share of volume and value are calculated based on self-reported wine consumption frequency and spend
Base=All UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)

10%

13%

15%
Adventurous
Connoisseurs

11%
20%
31%

24%

Mainstream-at-Homers

23%
18%

Generation Treaters

19%

Risk-averse Youngsters

20%
Senior Sippers
23%

19%
Kitchen Casuals

17%
14%

12%
8%

4%

Share of total UK regular Share of volume of wine Share of total spend on
wine drinkers
in UK
wine in the UK

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Introducing the Portraits groups: Overview
The six segments primarily differ from each other on 3 main dimensions: typical spend,
wine consumption frequency, wine knowledge, and involvement in the category
HIGH

LOW

Total wine consumption frequency (off-trade and on-trade)

FREQUENCY
KITCHEN
CASUALS

SENIOR
SIPPERS

RISK-AVERSE
YOUNGSTERS

MAINSTREAM GENERATION
-AT-HOMERS TREATERS

ADVENTUROUS
CONNOISSEURS

HIGH

LOW

Typical spend on a bottle of wine (off-trade and on-trade)

SPEND
KITCHEN
CASUALS

SENIOR
SIPPERS

RISK-AVERSE
YOUNGSTERS

MAINSTREAM
-AT-HOMERS

ADVENTUROUS
CONNOISSEURS

GENERATION
TREATERS

KITCHEN
CASUALS

I N VO LV E M E NT
SENIOR
SIPPERS

MAINSTREAM
-AT-HOMERS

RISK-AVERSE
YOUNGSTERS

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

GENERATION
TREATERS

HIGH

LOW

Involvement in the wine category

ADVENTUROUS
CONNOISSEURS
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As wine drinkers progress through life and their interests and priorities evolve, they tend
to migrate between segments according to set patterns
As wine develops into a genuine
interest and knowledge increases…

Adventurous
Connoisseurs
10%
of population share

Generation
Treaters
KEY POINTS OF
ENTRY

11%

As wine interest
develops and they
begin to spend more
time and money on
wine…

Value to the industry*

Introducing the Portraits groups: Segment migrations

As life takes on other priorities, but wine
drinking becomes an everyday staple…

of population share

Mainstreamat-Homers

24%

As wine becomes more of a
social obligation and interest…

of population share
As they grow older and wine
becomes a regular but not central
part of their everyday lives…

Risk-averse
Youngsters

As wine drinking
becomes a less
frequent habit…

As wine drinking becomes
an occasional habit

18%
of population share
As they get older and
wine drinking fails to
become a regular habit…

Kitchen
Casuals
14%

Senior Sippers

23%
of population share

of population share

*Bubble size represents approximate share of value from that segment
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Introducing the portrait groups: Motivations
Wine is consumed for a variety of reasons, and the motivations for drinking wine can be
classified into four types of “needs”
Dominant for

Functional motivations

Personal motivations

Senior
Sippers

Dominant for

Related to the practical side of consuming
wine. Examples include:
12%
of total wine
 Enjoying the taste
spend
 Alcoholic effect
Kitchen
Mainstream
 Appropriate choice for many
Casuals
-at-Homers
occasions
19%
4%

“Healthier” alcoholic option
of total wine
of total wine
spend
 Value for money
spend

Mood-enhancing
Dominant for

Mainstream
-at-Homers

19%

of total wine
spend

Related to what wine means to the
individual. Examples include:

 Wine as a hobby
 Consuming wine is a personal reward
 Drinking more expensive beverages
signifies personal achievement

Social motivations

motivations
Related to the atmosphere that consuming
wine helps to create. Examples include:
 A way to relax
 Enhances food
 Association with travel and cultural
experiences
 Indicates celebration

Related to what wine signals to other
people. Examples include:





Socialising with family and friends
Personal status
Opportunity to recommend to others
Conforming to the social norm at
specific occasions

Adventurous
Connoisseurs

15%

of total wine
spend

Dominant for

Risk-averse
Youngsters

19%
of total wine
spend

Generation
Treaters

31%

of total wine
spend

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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UK Portraits overview
Adventurous
Connoisseurs

Generation
Treaters

Mainstream-atHomers

Risk-averse
Youngsters

Senior Sippers

Kitchen
Casuals

Who are
they?

Middle-aged and
higher income
confident and
experienced wine
drinkers

Younger,
conservative wine
drinkers who
experiment with
caution and use price
as a proxy for quality

Middle-aged ‘core’
wine drinkers from
across the UK

Younger wine
drinkers, lacking in
confidence and
with low interest in
the wine category

Older, less frequent
wine drinkers with
a limited interest in
wine

Middle-aged or
older and
infrequent wine
drinkers, typically
unengaged with
the category

Why do they
drink wine?

Wine is a hobby,
which they enjoy
exploring and
experimenting with

Wine is a social drink
that projects an
image of who they
are to others

A glass of wine at
the end of the day is
a frequent treat

Wine is an
affordable drink
choice when
spending time with
friends

A relatively
affordable and
healthy choice for
their occasional
alcoholic drink

Wine is one of a
set of alcoholic
drinks, which they
consume
infrequently

Where?

Drink at home and in
the on-trade. More
often than others
found in wine shops,
but mainly shop in
supermarkets

Highest likelihood
among all groups to
drink wine in bars and
pubs

Generally drink wine
at home, and buy
wine as a part of the
weekly supermarket
shop

Pick up a bottle on
their way out to see
friends, and rarely
stock up on wine at
home

Buy in
supermarkets, and
mostly drink at
home, although
occasionally also in
the on-trade

Almost exclusively
consume wine in
the off-trade

What do they
drink?

Large repertoire,
and enjoy trying new
styles and regions –
less likely to shop by
brand

Growing repertoire,
and enjoy trying new
wines

Looking for a “good
value for money”
everyday wine –
know their brands,
but will try anything
on promotion

Tend to stick to
“easy choices” in
terms of brands,
varietals and origins

Consume from a
narrow repertoire
that is driven by
low prices

Like Senior Sippers,
consume from a
narrow repertoire
that is driven by
low prices

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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What’s changed since 2013?
Adventurous Connoisseurs
 Similar in size and value, but their share
value in the on-trade has dropped slightly
 Getting older: increase in numbers in
the 65-and-over category
 Drinking more Prosecco, but less beer
 Increase in discounter usage
 More experimental: consuming more
niche varietals, countries and regions

Generation Treaters
 Similar in size compared with 2013, but
share of value has increased by a more
substantial 7%
 Significantly less likely to shop in
supermarkets than two years ago,
showing a drop of 14%
 Turning to online channels more
significantly than any other group
 More likely to shop at independents
 Drinking less beer

Risk-averse Youngsters

Senior Sippers

 Similar in size compared with 2013,

 Slight decrease in share of population

and their share of market value has

 Drinking less red wine, cava and beer
but more significantly more Prosecco

remained unchanged at 19%
 Getting slightly older: decrease in
those under the age of 24

 Drinking slightly more frequently,
and spending a little more in the
off-trade
 Abandoning supermarkets: less

 Significantly less likely to shop in
supermarkets and more likely to shop
in discounters
 Slight increase on-trade consumption:
they are drinking wine in pubs or bars
more than in 2013

likely to shop in a supermarket and
more likely to opt for discounters
Source: Wine Intelligence Vinitrac® UK, March and August 2013, n=2,049 UK regular wine drinkers
Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Mainstream-at-Homers
 Similar size, but their value and volume
share has decreased
 Increase in consumption frequency,
especially for a relaxing drink at the of
day in either the on- or off-trade

 Drinking more Prosecco, but less beer
 Increase discounter, convenience and
supermarket online usage
 Drinking more Italian wine

Kitchen Casuals
 Fairly static evolution: similar in
size and value to 2013
 Getting a little older: significantly
more over the age of 65
 Becoming more likely to shop in
discounters, especially Aldi, and
convenience shops, as well as

supermarket websites
 Less likely to shop at Tesco and more
likely to shop in Sainsbury’s
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SUMMARY

Adventurous Connoisseurs: Summary
Frequent
drinkers who
enjoy wine as
an important
part of their
everyday
lifestyle

Confident in
their level of
knowledge and
appreciate
learning about
wine

Most often drink
wine casually at
home

Enjoy
experimenting
but have strong
“go-to”
premium
brands for
everyday

Enjoy the wine
shopping experience

Seen as the
‘wine
experts’
amongst
their peers

Explore a wide range
of countries and
regions of origin

Brands you might find them drinking

Willing to spend a bit
more on wine

More likely to purchase
wine from independent
19
wine stores

Adventurous Connoisseurs: Profile
Middle-aged, confident wine drinkers who enjoy experimenting; drinking a bit less, but
spending a bit more per bottle
What you need to know
 Large share of total spend on wine
 See themselves as maturing drinkers; they often
find themselves drinking less wine than they did a
few years ago but are willing to spend more per
bottle
 This shift in drinking behaviour is not put down to
financial concerns but development of wine
drinking for pleasurable social occasions
 Key consumers for mid- to higher-end brands, as
well as lesser-known regions and producers

Who are
they?

Typically
middle-aged

Slightly more
women than men

10%

Share of imported wine
drinkers population

15%

13%

Share of total volume of
wine consumed in the UK

Off-trade
On-trade

Higher income, reflecting their
established careers and settled
stage of life

14%
12%

Share of total value of wine
consumed in the UK

16%
14%

Often based in London
and the South East

Gender

( ) All UK regular wine drinkers

48% (45%) 52% (55%)

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Motivations
Wine is a hobby for these consumers who enjoy exploring and learning about wine,
and forms an important part of their lifestyle and self-image
Why do they drink wine?
Wine is a part of their social lives – something they enjoy talking and
learning about



They tend to drink wine more frequently at home with dinner or while
entertaining friends as it adds to the interest and excitement of sharing
and experiencing wine moments with others



More than the other groups they enjoy spending time selecting wines and
see it as an important part of their lifestyle



Drinking wine comes naturally, and wine is a part of their weekly routine
and 70% drink wine twice a week or more



Wine works for a wide range of occasions for these consumers. Although
their most common occasion is a relaxing drink at the end of the day and
with informal occasions at home, wine is also the drink of choice for more
formal occasions
Functional



Moodenhancing

Great wine can make food taste better
Adventurous Connoisseur

It is a great social lubricant. It has let me meet
new people and share experiences and
knowledge
Adventurous Connoisseur

I would love to go on a wine tasting course and
learn more about matching wine with food
Adventurous Connoisseur

Definitely try to match wine with food
Adventurous Connoisseur

Social

Personal

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Most relevant motivations
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Involvement
They engage enthusiastically with wine media and professionals, through tastings and
wine journalism but their main source of influence comes from their own experiences
How do they engage with wine?


Have a strong interest in wine and it is important to them in their
lifestyles



Enjoy trying new and different styles of wine on a regular basis



Less price sensitive; for Adventurous Connoisseurs, wine is
reasonably priced



While a small subset of this group could be labelled as true
“connoisseurs”, the majority balance exploration in the category with
tried and tested choices for everyday occasions

What influences their choice?


Consulting professional sources for wine information in
magazines or weekend papers and supplements



Formal and informal wine tastings set up by places such as
Naked Wines, Majestic, Hotel du Vin and food and drink
festivals



Discussion over new wine finds among friends with similar
interest in wine



The main influence still comes from their own experience,
their immediate surroundings and through traveling to wine
producing countries

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Many friends are wine drinkers and we often
talk about what we like or a new find which is
great
Male, Adventurous Connoisseur

I always read the wine recommendations in
the weekend papers and supplements. The
Wine Society produces an extensive
catalogue which is helpful when coming to
choose wines to purchase
Male, Adventurous Connoisseur

I go to a few tastings a year; I usually go to the
ones organised by Naked Wines
Male, Adventurous Connoisseur

Most of my base knowledge has
come from travel to South Africa,
Australia and New Zealand via wine
tours
Male, Adventurous Connoisseur
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Alcoholic beverage repertoire
Drink from a wide repertoire of beverages, but have a strong preference for red wine
What drinks do they go for?


In terms of wine styles, they often choose more traditional
styles, and have a stronger preference for red than do other
Portrait groups



Champagne is a particular favourite, as well as sparkling
wine more generally



I am drinking a lot more wine now than 2 years
again, mainly as I have moved away from lager
Adventurous Connoisseur

I've become a bit of a gin and tonic lover over
the last 2-3 years, so I'll often have that when
I'm in a bar or pub
Adventurous Connoisseur

Most likely drinkers of port and sherry, reflecting their more
mature, experienced palate palate

Top 5 alcoholic beverages – past 6 months
% who drink the following alcoholic beverages

Red wine

87%* (73%)

White wine
Champagne

86%* (81%)
65%* (42%)

Prosecco

62%* (43%)

Beer

61%* (55%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

% in grey is comparative data
for all regular wine drinkers
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Varietals
Drink from a wide mix of varietals and understand the different expected flavour
profiles of each varietal
What varietals do they drink?


Drink a wide mix of varietals – more likely than the UK average to
consume most varietals



For white, their top choice is Sauvignon Blanc, followed by Pinot
Grigio, with the UK favourite Chardonnay coming in third.



More likely than others to list Pinot Noir and Tempranillo as
favourites



They understand the different flavour profiles of each varietal, how
they differ between country of origin and what food they could
each matched with

Definitely try to match wine with food,
Sauvignon blanc with fish, Pinot noir with roast
chicken, Chianti with any Italian ragu base,
Zinfandel goes well with spicy food
Adventurous Connoisseur

French Malbec is also a winner on taste.
it’s consistent, not too heavy but with enough
of a kick to make you feel you are enjoying a
good grape
Adventurous Connoisseur

Top 5 white varietals they consume

Top 5 red varietals they consume

% who have drunk wine from the following varietals in the past 6 months

% who have drunk wine from the following varietals in the past 6 months

74%* (54%)

Sauvignon Blanc
Pinot Grigio/Pinot Gris

65%* (51%)

60%* (51%)

Chardonnay
Chenin Blanc
Sémillon

38%* (22%)
30%* (14%)

68%* (51%)

Merlot
Cabernet Sauvignon

63%* (44%)
62%* (39%)

Shiraz / Syrah

Pinot Noir
Malbec

55%* (33%)
40%* (18%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Country/regions
Adventurous Connoisseurs drink from a wide repertoire of countries and regions of
origins which they navigate with confidence
What is their attitude towards regions and countries of origin?


The most knowledgeable and experimental group in terms of wine
origin, they enjoy trying wines from more unusual countries



Drink wine from the broadest repertoire of countries and regions,
compared to other segments



France is a firm favourite due to perceived quality and prestige



But New World wines offer more discovery and are viewed as being
good value for money

My favourite is French wine, they are very
much to my taste. Also very keen on Rioja and
Chilean/Argentinian reds for value
Adventurous Connoisseur

I bought a Soave for a special meal as I know
the quality will be good
Adventurous Connoisseur
I have never seen/ tried a 'cheap' French wine
and I have never been dissatisfied
Adventurous Connoisseur

Top 5 countries of origin consumed

Top 5 regions of origin purchased

% who have drunk wine from the following countries in the past 6 months

% who have purchased wine from the following countries of origin in the past 3 months

71%* (49%)

France

Rioja

Australia

61%* (45%)

Prosecco

Italy

61%* (40%)

Côtes du Rhône

Spain
South Africa

57%* (37%)
50%* (36%)

41%* (24%)
34%* (27%)
31%* (15%)

Champagne

29%* (16%)

Bordeaux

28%* (21%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Which brands do they buy?
They tend to avoid some brands which they associate with lower quality, instead
looking for brands which have a clear link to region and an interesting story
What is their attitude towards brands?

Brands you might find them drinking

 Tend to avoid some brands which they associate with lower
quality
 Not as brand loyal as other groups
 Tend to have some go-to brands for everyday drinking, and may
have a couple of favourites which can be dependent on their
previous experience with the brand
 Brands for them should ideally. . . .
 Have clear link to origin
 Come with expert endorsement
 Have an interesting brand story
I don't really have a favourite brand as I like trying new ones and
tend to stay away from big houses like Hardys, Gallo etc. which
tend to be overpriced and pretty awful
Adventurous Connoisseur

Cloudy Bay is my favourite wine as it brings
back memories of attending a special event last
year
Adventurous Connoisseur

I don't tend to stick to a preferred brand,
rather I choose from smaller and independent
growers
Adventurous Connoisseur
* / * : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Off-trade behaviour
Very confident and quite experimental when choosing wine. Shop through a wide range
of channels and stores but strongly prefer wine-specialised shops and online stores
Wine in the off-trade

I think anyone wishing to try a new wine should
take the time to read this label and decide to
buy based on this approach
Adventurous Connoisseur



Enjoy shopping for wine, and may spend time looking for
recommendations from wines guides and staff instore



Likely to examine both the front and back label of wines they are
interested in



Promotional offers matter, but they are less important than for
the UK average

When I have used a wine specialist, I often find
they are knowledgeable and have been able to
help out with any purchase whether it's been
food related or cost related
Adventurous Connoisseur



Trading up: One quarter say that they spend £10 or more per
bottle for a formal meal at home – compared to only 1 in 5 for
the overall population. They will also trade up when given good
reasons to e.g. recommendations, vintages magazine

Cost is a factor; special occasions warrant more
extravagance
Adventurous Connoisseur

Off-trade choice cue hierarchy
Grape Variety

Country

Region

Typically I will read the label of any wine to try
and understand what's it is about and the
expected taste/food matching
Adventurous Connoisseur

Taste descriptors

Promotional offer

I can't say I have a favourite brand, I tend to
choose by the grape
Adventurous Connoisseur

Brand

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: Where do they shop for wine?
Very confident and experimental when choosing wine. Shop through a wide range of
channels and stores but strongly prefer wine-specialised shops and online stores
Wine channel usage in the off-trade


More likely than others to shop in local independent wine
merchants and in off-licence chains to satisfy their more involved
interest in the wine selection experience and enjoy the in-store
engagement though wine tastings. However, they still do most of
their shopping in mainstream supermarkets



Compared to 2013, they are starting to use discount supermarkets
more frequently to purchase wine due to perceived good value of
the wine



They enjoy shopping for wine online, being more likely to use
Naked Wines, Wine Society and Sunday Times Wine Club as they
trust the quality of wine, enjoy the consumer engagement and
efficiency of having wine delivered



More likely than other groups to shop in upscale supermarkets such
as Waitrose and because of the wider selection and quality of the
wine at great offers

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

I tend to shop for wine in supermarkets where
there are usually more independent old world
selections on offer
Adventurous Connoisseur
Nakedwines.com, I use them because we have
not had a bad wine from them and they also
give us a free bottle every month when we buy
a case
Female, Adventurous Connoisseur

Lidl and Aldi have some excellent value wines
Female, Adventurous Connoisseur

I chose Waitrose as it has the best wine
selection near to me and they often have some
good wine offers
Female, Adventurous Connoisseur
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: On-trade
Wine is a natural choice with meals in the on-trade
Wine in the on-trade


More likely to have a glass of wine with either a formal or
informal dinner in the on-trade; 2/5 spend £20 or more per
bottle



When eating out they take the responsibility of choosing wines
seriously, and generally enjoy doing so



However, they are willing to trade up for a wine they perceive
to be a bit different or special, even for less informal occasions



Increasing popularity of gin and craft beers has led to a switch
to these alcoholic beverages in the on-trade

On-trade frustrations


Generally, there is a feeling that wine is less good value in
the on-trade



Lack of choice, Adventurous Connoisseurs enjoy the wine
selection process and don’t appreciate being given narrow
choice on the wine list



I hate when I order a glass of wine and it's given to me in
a dirty glass which is still warm from the dishwasher
Adventurous Connoisseur

Would rarely drink wine if out for just a drink as I think
the mark-up on prices is disgraceful, but might buy a
bottle to share if out for dinner
Adventurous Connoisseur

My biggest frustration is going to
a pub and there's literally 2 white
and 2 red wines to choose from
Adventurous Connoisseur

Poor serving conditions, wine served in warm glasses or
incorrect serve temperature can discourage them from
consuming wine on-trade

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Adventurous Connoisseurs: How to target them
THEY HATE

THEY LOVE


A large and varied wine offer including wines with
interesting stories behind them



When a wine list or store lacks an interesting range
for them to engage with



Detailed information about wine style, taste and
the producer or origin



Being served by unknowledgeable staff



Lack of choice and poor serving conditions in the
on-trade



Discussing wine purchases with friends and shop
staff, giving and receiving recommendations



Engaging with wine professionals at tastings or in
store

OPPORTUNITIES


Take advantage of their active interest in the category to
introduce and educate them on your brand, they may
become great ambassadors



Recommendations that offer a familiar reference point to
persuade them to try something new



In-store tastings to heighten the staff-consumer
relationship



Online shopping for wine showing growth, meaning
opportunities for brands to engage with them beyond
traditional channels

CHALLENGES


Lack of friendly and knowledgeable service can
drive these consumers to shop/drink elsewhere



Need for diversity and excitement in their drinking
repertoire means it is hard for an individual product
to command loyalty



Perception of wine being poor value for money in
the on-trade can lead them to make a switch to gin
or craft beers
30

Adventurous Connoisseurs: Claire and George
How does wine fit into your life?
We generally tend to drink most of our
wine at home – either entertaining
friends at the weekend, or just as a
relaxing midweek drink with dinner. I
really enjoy spending time selecting the
right wine for the food I’ve prepared and
we always have lengthy discussions with
friends about what we’ve recently been
drinking! Occasionally we’ll also push the
boat out and spend a little more on a
bottle if we have something special to
celebrate.
Where and how do you buy your wine?
We like to buy our wine from our local wine merchants as the staff
there are really helpful and give great recommendations. We’re
also members of an online wine club and they too have a great
range. It makes it really easy – we can order larger cases online
and have them delivered at home. Consumer reviews help when
we want to try something new and the website frequently has
some good offers so we like to experiment with our choices.
Recently a friend suggested we try some of the wines from Aldi –
their wines seem to be excellent value so I think we’ll try going
there a bit more too.

What wines do you enjoy drinking?
My go-to wine is a classic French red –
something like a Merlot or Cabernet
Sauvignon. Claire enjoys a Sauvignon Blanc
or Pinot Grigio and is a big fan of
Champagne, but we basically try and match
it to what we’re eating – that’s key for us.
We recently had some decent South African
wines too.
Neither of us has a favourite brand, we
prefer to choose wines on an individual
basis, but we do tend to steer clear of
bigger, mainstream brands. We’re more
interested in going for smaller producers.
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SUMMARY

Generation Treaters at a glance
Younger
urbanites in
higher-paid
jobs
Generally
more males
than females

What they
drink is
dependent on
the occasion

Typically higher spenders
and use price as proxy for
quality

Brands you might find them drinking
Less
experienced
drinkers who are
consequently
less confident in
their wine
choices

Often slightly more traditional in
their choices and need
reassurance

Enjoy drinking and learning
about wine

Wine is part of social capital:
it creates an impression of
sophistication
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Generation Treaters: Profile
Younger wine drinkers who are growing in confidence and cautiously broadening their
wine experience

 Generation Treaters: Profile
What you need to know

11%

 Younger consumers who enjoy drinking and
learning about wine, but are traditional in their
wine choices and need reassurance
 Wine consumption is closely tied to certain
occasions and social settings - not necessarily
habitual purchase
 For them, wine is part of social capital: not
generally for bragging rights, but so they come
across as reasonably sophisticated or educated
 They use price as a proxy for quality and have a
minimum per-bottle spend that reflects what
they see as a minimum quality standard

Who are
they?

More men than
women

Share of imported wine
drinkers population

Share of total volume of
wine consumed in the UK

Off-trade
On-trade

Younger drinkers,
usually under 35

31%

20%

Drawn from higher income groups,
often young professionals

16%
29%

Share of total value of wine
consumed in the UK

22%
40%

More strongly
represented in London
and the SE

Gender

( ) All UK regular wine drinkers

59%* (45%) 41%* (55%)

*/* : Statistically significantly higher/lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Generation Treaters: Motivations
Drinking wine is a part of the image that Generation Treaters project to those around them,
and while they are relatively new to the category, they enjoy learning more about wine
Why do they drink wine?
Wine is a part of their self-image, and is an important social marker. It is
the natural choice once or twice a week when socialising with friends or
after work



As well as being a social thing, wine also forms part of a process of
unwinding and relaxing in a more private setting



Less confident in their wine knowledge than more mature drinkers, but
want to know more



Use price and visually traditional cues to make choices that they believe
will be good quality

I have wine at home when relaxing with my
girlfriend after dinner
Generation Treater

Price and whether something is on offer have
quite a big effect on my wine choice
Generation Treater

Functional



I have wine when I’m out with colleagues
celebrating the end of the week
Generation Treater

Moodenhancing

Social

Personal

Most relevant motivations
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Generation Treaters: Involvement
Generation Treaters are curious about wine, yet lacking in experience and self-confidence
How do they engage with wine?


Have a strong interest in wine, being highly involved in the category
and feeling that it is an important part of their lifestyle



They take time to choose their wine



Enjoy trying new and different styles of wine on a regular basis



Rather price sensitive, generally believing wine to be an expensive
drink



Only just over half of Generation Treaters feel competent about
their knowledge of wine

There’s no time to waste so you might as well
experiment a bit
Generation Treater

I think any wine made after a certain date is
“New World”
Generation Treater

I’ve recently been introduced to Vivino
Generation Treater

What influences their choice?


Recommendations by wine critics or writers or in wine books hold
sway over more than half of Generation Treaters



Wine apps such as Vivino are increasingly having an effect on how
Generation Treaters engage with the wine category



Discovering what to pair with dinner influences Generation
Treaters’ choice of wine



The main influence still comes from personal experience, e.g.
immediate surroundings and through travelling to wine countries

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Trying new wines is usually dictated by what
food I’m eating
Generation Treater

Whenever I go to Greece, I get the house wine
Generation Treater
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Generation Treaters: Alcoholic beverage repertoire
Wine is the go-to for Generation Treaters, but who are flexible and drink from a wide range
of different beverages
What drinks do they go for?


They drink from a range of other alcoholic beverages in addition to wine –
but wine is their go-to beverage



As youngsters and relative newcomers to the category, they go for rosé
significantly more than the average drinker



Although secondary to wine and beer, spirits are particularly important in
this group’s repertoire, especially vodka, which over half drink



They also drink significantly more cider, Prosecco, cocktails, whisky, rum,
gin, Cava, and craft beer than the average UK wine drinker, showing their
open-mindedness and willingness to experiment when it comes to different
beverages

Other than wine I tend to go for vodka, gin, or
Jack Daniels
Generation Treater

If there’s no wine around I’ll go for beers
Generation Treater

I’ll usually go for a G&T or something if there is
no wine about
Generation Treater

Top 5 beverages – past 6 months
% who drink the following alcoholic beverages

80% (81%)

White wine
Red wine
Rosé wine

74% (73%)
61%* (54%)

Champagne

58%* (42%)

Beer

57% (55%)

* / * : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

% in grey is comparative data
for all regular wine drinkers
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Generation Treaters: Varietals
Varietals dominate as a choice cue for Generation Treaters
What is their attitude towards varietals?


Varietals are their primary choice cue, putting them in line with the
average UK regular wine drinker



This can be accounted for by their lack of wine experience: varietal is a
more straightforward choice cue for them than complex wine regions



Food pairing plays an essential role in what varietal they opt for



Yet they are significantly more likely to drink less well-known varietals,
both white and red, than the average consumer, such as Viogner,
Torrontés, Carmenère and Gamay. This demonstrates their eagerness to
branch out and make new discoveries

Top white grape varietals they consume
% who have drunk the following varietals in the past 6 months

Sauvignon Blanc
Chardonnay
Pinot Grigio
Moscato
Riesling

57% (54%)
53% (51%)
51% (51%)
29%* (11%)
24%* (18%)

I default to Sauvignon Blanc
Generation Treater

I know I’m not a fan of Pinot Grigio
so I wouldn’t get that!
Generation Treater

Top red grape varietals they consume
% who have drunk the following varietals in the past 3 months

Merlot
Pinot Noir

47% (51%)
46%* (33%)

Cabernet Sauvignon

41% (44%)

Shiraz

36% (39%)

Malbec

27%* (18%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Generation Treaters: Country/regions
As less experienced consumers, the importance that Generation Treaters place on countries
and regions of origin is less than the average consumer
What is their attitude towards regions and countries of origin?






They are less concerned with countries or regions of origin than they are with other
choice cues such as varietal or brands they’ve tried, as demonstrated by a lower than
average awareness of almost all countries and regions of origin
This attitude is explained by their lack of experience in the wine category: their
knowledge of regions and different countries has not had sufficient time to develop and
become an important part of their buying habits

Their slightly conservative buying habits are reflected in their higher-than-average
preference for well-known regions such as Bordeaux or Champagne, and a prejudice
towards some less prestigious countries of origin

Top 5 countries of origin consumed
% who have drunk wine from the following countries of origin in the past 6 months

France
Italy
Australia

44% (49%)
37% (40%)
31%* (45%)

Chile

30% (32%)

California

30% (30%)

I know I like French wines
Generation Treater

US wines must be horrible – they’re probably
not keepers are they?
Generation Treater

Top 5 regions of origin purchased
% who have purchased wine from the following countries of origin in the past 3
months

Bordeaux
Prosecco
Champagne
Rioja
Cava

30%* (21%)
28% (27%)
25%* (16%)
19%* (24%)
18% (17%)

* / * : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Generation Treaters: How do they choose brands?
Familiarity and prestige dominate as choice cues when it comes to brands
What is their attitude towards brands?


Familiarity is their main motivator when it comes to choosing a
wine brand: they like to opt for wines they’ve tried before and
liked



Prestige of the brand is a major motivator, with many reluctant to
go for obvious supermarket own brands



Their brand awareness is significantly lower than the average UK
wine drinker, showing their lack of experience in the category



Despite a lower than average awareness of most brands, they have
a significantly higher than average purchase rate of Casillero del
Diablo, Yellow Tail , Oyster Bay and Canti



Food pairing is a significant factor which comes into play when
choosing a brand: does this wine look like it’ll go with dinner? For
most, past experiences with the wine are a good gauge of this
I would never buy own-brand wine
Generation Treater
It's own label. Looks very bog standard, not
expensive
Generation Treater

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Brands you might find them drinking

I've tried it before and loved the taste with red
meat
Generation Treater

It's a recognised brand that I like
Generation Treater
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Generation Treaters: Off-trade behaviour
Relatively high spenders who go for quality and reputation, yet shop at a wide range of
stores and aren’t afraid to broaden their repertoire
Wine in the off-trade


Generally more conservative shoppers who turn to packaging cues that signal
tradition and heritage , but who also enjoy trying new wines



Buying wine for social situations involves more pressure than buying for oneself,
since the wine bought will send out signals about one’s wine knowledge and tastes.
However, purchasing a good-tasting wine at a good price can bring some social kudos



High off-trade spend, typically £6 or more per bottle



Willing to pay for a wine they like or that comes recommended



Although not the most price-conscious, promotions can still play an important part in
Generation Treaters’ discovery of new wines, providing an incentive to break with
what they know

I wouldn’t go for plonk
Generation Treater

Off-trade choice cue hierarchy
Grape Variety
Taste descriptions

Recommendations

Country

Region

Promotional offer

Brand

You have to go for quality as you go older –
heritage, reputation, cost. I know the grape
varietals that I like and dislike – I know that I
like Merlot for example, but if I want to try a
new varietal then I’d try it out
Generation Treater

I love trying new things, and offers definitely
play a part in that. If something is reduced then
I might go for it
Generation Treater

New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc is just amazing
and I’ve never really looked back
Generation Treater

Brands really aren’t all that - I got a white from
Lidl for cooking but tried it and ended up
drinking it and it was really not that bad
Generation Treater

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Generation Treaters: Off-trade behaviour
Relatively high spenders who go for quality and reputation, yet shop at a wide range of
stores and aren’t afraid to broaden their repertoire
Wine channel usage in the off-trade

When people are round for dinner you can get
it in bulk from online stores
Generation Treater



Compared to 2013 they are less likely to shop in a
supermarket; they are also significantly less than all regular
UK wine drinkers to shop in a supermarket



By contrast, Generation Treaters are significantly more likely
to shop on a supermarket website than in 2013, and they
are the likeliest among all groups to shop online. This
suggests a shift from bricks and mortar towards online
shopping due to the advantages this presents in terms of
convenience and opportunity to buy in bulk for social
occasions.

I shop online with my weekly grocery shop –
that’s the most convenient way to do it
Generation Treater



Generation Treaters are significantly less likely than other
groups to shop at Aldi, Morrisons or Lidl, and much more
likely to shop at M&S, Waitrose, or Majestic, suggesting a
preference for higher-end retail. Yet there is recognition of
the good value for money possible at discount supermarkets

Lidl wine really isn’t necessarily that bad
Generation Treater

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

I got Champagne from Aldi and it was really
good. Really, really good.
Generation Treater
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Generation Treaters: On-trade behaviour
Often enjoy wine when out at dinner or in bars, and willing to spend more than most
Wine in the on-trade

I’d go for a glass of wine in a bar after work
Generation Treater



More likely to have a relaxing drink out at the end of the day
than most, with 55% doing this at least once a week



When eating out, they take the responsibility of choosing
wines seriously, making sure the wines complements the food



Willing to trade up in the off-trade, being significantly more
likely to have wine with a more formal dinner in a restaurant,
with 79% of Generation Treaters ordering wine at such
occasions at least once per month

When I’m out at a restaurant, I choose the
wine to compliment the food
Generation Treater

I often get wine with meals out that are more
of a special occasion
Generation Treater

On-trade frustrations



A fear that the others in your company won’t enjoy the wine
as much as you
Annoyance at poor serving conditions, such as wine being
served at the wrong temperature, or occasionally being
corked

I hate it when I’m in a restaurant and I like the
wine I’ve ordered but my friends don’t – it’s
awkward
Generation Treater

Red wine should be about 16-20 degrees but
once I was served chilled red in a restaurant
Generation Treater

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Generation Treaters: How to target them
THEY HATE

THEY LOVE


Learning more about wine and gradually expanding
their repertoire, despite a predisposition towards
conservative choices



Fair pricing and promotional deals



Drinking out as part of social occasions in bars and
restaurants



Receiving recommendations about wine to help them
make their wine choices



Pairing their wine with food



High price brackets, as, although involved, they are still
rather price-conscious consumers



Being served by unknowledgeable staff



Poor serving conditions – particularly wrong
temperatures – in the on-trade

OPPORTUNITIES


Take advantage of their online presence, tailoring
supermarket websites to their preferences



Take advantage of their strong presence in the on-trade



When designing apps, bear most in mind this group as they
have more of a penchant than most for wine apps



Promotional offers can give them the nudge necessary to
branch into trying new wines



Emphasise grape varietals as this is their most important
choice cue

CHALLENGES


Desire to please others in social drinking settings,
whether in the off-trade or the on-trade, means that
choice cue priorities are extremely changeable



They can be difficult to gauge in that they have a natural
curiosity to try new wines, yet lack the experience and
daring to go for new things without encouragement



Although highly involved, they are still conscious of price
and high prices can be a barrier to purchase
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Generation Treaters: Pippa and Andy
How does wine fit into your life?
Andy and I have a glass of wine a few nights a
week. We’ll either meet up with friends in a
bar or share a bottle over dinner after work. I
find it a good way to switch off and unwind.
We eat out quite regularly and enjoy cooking
at home, so we’re always looking to choose
the right kind of wine to go with our food.
Andy has just downloaded the Vivino wine
app which has been great for learning about
new wines - I think it’s pretty cool that you can
see reviews of wine lists in restaurants. It’s
sometimes tricky to know what to go for as
you can’t see the info on the labels.
Where and how do you buy your wine?
I think you need to spend a bit to get good quality – I probably
wouldn’t trust wines for less than say, £5-6 and definitely not
supermarket own brands. It’s really important to me to choose a
decent wine if I’m going to a friend’s for dinner; I’d hate to turn up
with something they don’t like. In that case I’d definitely stick to
something in that price bracket, or even a little more
We do most of our shopping online as we both have busy work and
social lives, so the easiest thing to do is order our wine at the same
time. Andy will also sometimes pick up a bottle from M&S on his way
home from work.

What wines do you enjoy drinking?
I really like a Sauvignon Blanc or
Chardonnay, and we had a nice
Viognier the other day, which I’d
never tried before. Casillero del Diablo
wines are good for sort of everyday
drinking and you can always trust the
brand – you know what sort of quality
you’re going to get. We also like
French wines generally and Bordeaux
is usually a safe bet. I think you can
guarantee it’ll be good quality. I’ve
never really been tempted by any of
these “New World” wines – I don’t
know how much experience in wine
making California has, for example.
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SUMMARY

Mainstream-at-Homers: Summary
Frequent
drinkers who
enjoy a range of
beverages and
see wine as a
relaxing way to
end the day

Typically
middle-aged to
older drinkers,
with slightly
more females

Brands you might find them drinking

They are not
interested in learning
more about wine –
wine is a frequent
treat, but not a
hobby or personal
interest

Price-conscious consumers,
they are open to trying
anything on promotion

Most likely to shop for
wine in supermarkets
during their weekly shop

Like to stick to
mainstream varietals
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Profile
Middle-aged ‘core’ wine drinkers who view their wine drinking as a frequent treat

What you need to know

24%

 Price-conscious consumers who shop in
supermarkets and love promotions
 Relatively experienced in the category and
know what they like
 However, they are not interested in learning
more about wine – wine is a frequent treat,
but not a hobby or personal interest
 Often have a set of favourite brands, but
willing to try anything on promotion that
meets a minimum standard in terms of their
perceived quality cues

Who are
they?

Typically
middle aged to older
drinkers

Share of imported wine
drinkers population

Share of total volume of
wine consumed in the UK

Off-trade
On-trade

Slightly more women
than men

19%

23%

Typically middle income
groups

25%
18%

Share of total value of wine
consumed in UK

23%
15%

Evenly spread across the
UK

Gender

( ) All UK regular wine drinkers

44% (45%) 56% (55%)

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Motivations
Wine fills a mainly functional and mood-enhancing need for this group, who use
wine as a way to relax at the end of the day
Why do they drink wine?


Wine represents the end of the day for Mainstream-at-Homers – their time
away from work and children



Drinking wine is a part of their routine, and they enjoy a glass of wine at
home on a regular basis



Although wine is a natural and everyday part of their lives and an everyday
treat, it’s not a hobby, and they aren’t necessarily passionate about wine



Most of their wine drinking happens with informal meals, or relaxing
occasions, although they’ll also serve wine when having dinner with
friends

I drink most nights
Mainstream-at-Homer

I use wine to relax, when I have finished doing
everything for the day
Mainstream-at-Homer

I enjoy drinking wine in the bath with a good
book
Mainstream-at-Homer

Functional
Moodenhancing

I always have a bottle in the fridge, just in case
Mainstream-at-Homer

Social

Personal

Most relevant motivations
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Involvement
As older, experienced drinkers, they are most likely to know which wines they like
and tend to stick to what they know
How do they engage with wine?
 Most frequent wine drinkers of all segments
 As older, experienced drinkers, they are most likely to know which
wines they like and tend to stick to what they know; they are wary
of purchasing unknown wines that they will not end up enjoying,
especially if they are at full price
 They are price-driven consumers who seek out the best value they
can when shopping for wine and know they can get what they like for
a low price

What influences their choice?


Want to see brief and accessible descriptions of the taste of the
wine on the bottle



Label design is important to them, and a mix of styles can appeal
and signal quality



Generally do not actively look for recommendations or reviews
from wine experts – wine is not a priority in their lives, and
therefore not something they choose to spend additional time on



They generally know what they like, and feel comfortable buying a
wine that appeals to them – although for some more formal
occasions they may choose a wine that to them looks more
“traditional”

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

It’s about choosing wines that we’re familiar
with already
Mainstream-at-Homer

My biggest frustration is the wine is
disappointing – if it’s from a vineyard that you
don’t know and it’s not good
Mainstream-at-Homer

I don’t want fancy tasting notes- just need to
know roughly what it tastes like
Mainstream-at-Homer

I don’t see the point in wine apps, you need to
taste new wines to know if you’ll like it or not
Mainstream-at-Homer
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Alcoholic beverage repertoire
White wine is their alcoholic beverage of choice, they are also significantly more
likely to drink red wine
What drinks do they go for?


Wine is their beverage of choice, they are more likely
to drink red wine as well as sparkling wines such as
Prosecco, Cava and Champagne



They don’t drink other types of alcoholic beverages as
often as other groups, but they are only more likely to
drink Port and Brandy/Cognac, reflecting their older
age and more mature palate

I’m drinking sparkling wine more often now
that it is in vogue
Mainstream-at-Homer

I love G and T, I think it’s the best drink in the
world (!)
Mainstream-at-Homer

Top 5 alcoholic beverages – past 6 months
% who drink the following alcoholic beverages

White wine

83% (81%)

Red wine
Rose wine
Beer

Prosecco

80%* (73%)
55% (54%)
54% (55%)
48%* (43%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

% in grey is comparative data
for all regular wine drinkers
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Varietals
Have a relatively broad range of varietals, but often tend to stick to some of the
more popular varietals
What varietals do they consume?


Varietals are their primary choice cue, putting them in line with the
average UK regular wine drinker



Like the UK average, Sauvignon Blanc (alongside Pinot Grigio) and
Merlot are their top choices



In addition to consuming Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz
significantly more than the average, they drink Tempranillo, Malbec
and Pinotage because as seasoned wine drinkers they have had
time to accustom their palate to a more niche varietals

I often just look for Pinot Grigio
Mainstream-at-Homers

Merlot is my go to grape
Mainstream-at-Homers

Top 5 white varietals they consume

Top 5 red varietals they consume

% who have drunk wine from the following varietals in the past 6 months

% who have drunk wine from the following varietals in the past 6 months

Sauvignon Blanc

Merlot

64%* (54%)

62%* (51%)

Pinot Grigio/Pinot Gris

59%* (51%)

Cabernet Sauvignon

Chardonnay

59%* (51%)

Shiraz / Syrah

Chenin Blanc
Riesling

28%* (22%)

17% (18%)

Pinot Noir
Tempranillo

56%* (44%)
53%* (39%)
32% (33%)

25%* (18%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Country/region of origin
Have a wide knowledge of wine producing countries, due to their time in the wine
category, but usually purchase country based on price perception
What is their attitude towards regions and countries of origin?


They have high region and country awareness, which can be
explained by the length of time they have been in the wine
category and experience they have built up



They’re particularly fond of New World wines – especially
Australia (which in their eyes often represents good value for
money) – but also drink Old World classics



However, some may believe that Old World Classics, such a
France, are beyond their price range

German sparkling is great
Mainstream-at-Homer

French wines are more expensive than New
World wines
Mainstream-at-Homer

Top 5 countries of origin consumed

Top 5 regions of origin purchased

% who have drunk wine from the following countries in the past 6 months

% who have purchased wine from the following countries of origin in the past 3
months

France
Australia
Italy

60%* (49%)
56%* (45%)
51%* (40%)

Spain

47%* (37%)

South Africa

47%* (36%)

Rioja
Prosecco
Bordeaux

34%* (24%)
31%* (27%)
23% (21%)

Côtes du Rhône 20%* (15%)

Cava

18% (17%)

* : Statistically significantly higher than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Mainstream-at-Homers: How do they choose brands?
They opt for brands that they are familiar with that provide a clear label yet
informative label
Brands you might find them drinking

What is their attitude towards brands?


Amongst the highest levels of brand awareness of all
segments, reflecting their experience in the category and
preference for shopping by brands



Familiarity: they stick to a relatively tight repertoire of brands
that they know they enjoy and like the taste



They like brands with informative labels that are simple and
which clearly define the content. Over complicated labels can
create confusion, leading to disconnect with consumers

It’s about choosing brands we’re familiar with
already
Mainstream-at-Homer

I need a clear label, says exactly what it is
Mainstream-at-Homer
A brand’s label is really important, it needs to
grab your attention
Mainstream-at-Homer

I drink Gallo white Grenache , I’ve drunk it for
years and know I like it
Mainstream-at-Homer

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

The Chateauneuf is pretentious – can’t
even read it
Mainstream-at-Homer
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Off-trade behaviour
Wine promotions are a key influencer, which they often use as a way to experiment with
new wines
Wine in the off-trade


Mid-level spenders, typically spending £4-£5.99 per bottle (on par with the UK average)



However, they are willing to trade up to £6 to £8 for a special occasion



Price-conscious, they love promotions, which are their third most important choice cue
after grape variety and country. They often use the special offer as a way to experiment
with new wines. Frustration can arise when the product offer runs out in the
supermarket



They like succinct tasting notes and pairing suggestions, as they are seen as a risk
reducer when experimenting with new wines



They have a preference for a refined wine selection; a large choice range can
overwhelm them

Off-trade choice cue hierarchy
Grape Variety

Country
Promotional offer

Brand

I don’t like it if there’s a big choice – if
there are too many countries then I’ll
just go for their own brand
Mainstream-at-Homer

I grab stuff when it’s on offer. I love
being able to get a better wine for a
cheaper price
Mainstream-at-Homer

I don’t want fancy tasting notes; I just
need to know roughly what it tastes like
Mainstream-at-Homer

I need to know what it goes with
food-wise
Mainstream-at-Homer

I need a clear label, saying exactly what
it is
Mainstream-at-Homer

Taste descriptors

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Where do they shop for wine?
They have a preference for shopping for wine in supermarket, as they can combine it with
weekly shop and view discount stores as offering good value for money on wine
Wine channel usage in the off-trade


Most likely group to purchase wine in convenient mainstream
supermarkets



Their second channel of choice for wine is discounters as they
believe they offer good value for money and offer a simple
selection that does not confuse them



Less likely than the average UK wine drinker to shop in independent
stores, as they perceive them to be overpriced



Usually buy wine as a part of the weekly shop, typically several
bottles at a time



Polarising opinions on use of online, with 1 in 5 claiming they
purchase wine from supermarket websites.
 For some it can signify good value for money wine and they
enjoy looking through recommendations.
 However for others, they perceive online shopping for those
who have a more vested interest in wine and they prefer to
purchase wine on a needs basis rather than stocking up

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

I buy Prosecco and Champagne from Aldi and
Lidl as it’s really good and cheap
Mainstream-at-Homer
I don’t tend to shop for wine online as I assume
its for those who bulk buy, I prefer to buy on a
needs basis
Mainstream-at-Homer

I would buy wine in Sainsbury's as it’s cheaper
than in Oddbins
Mainstream-at-Homer
I have never bought wine online, I assume it is
for people who are more involved
Mainstream-at-Homer
The other thing about buying online is that you
get a good price but the postage and packing
can hike the price a bit
Mainstream-at-Homer
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Mainstream-at-Homers: On-trade behaviour
Occasionally drink in the on-trade, where they generally stick to brands they trust and
purchase at mid-level price points
Wine in the on-trade


Occasionally drink wine on an informal night out, especially
when having dinner; less likely than the average UK wine
drinker to purchase wine as a relaxing drink at the end of the
day out



Try to stick to mid-level price points: £10 to £15 for an
informal evening, and £10 to £20 for a more formal
occasion

My biggest frustration is when you buy wine in
the on-trade and it’s disappointing – if it’s from
a vineyard that you don’t know and it’s not
good
Mainstream-at-Homer

If you can taste the wine in a bar first, that’s
great
Mainstream-at-Homer



Feel that wine in the on-trade is generally over-priced and
poor value for money



Their reliance on familiar brands and lack of general wine
knowledge means that wine lists are unfamiliar and can be
intimidating

Price was going through my head when
purchasing wine in the on-trade, I want to get
good value for money
Mainstream-at-Homer



Dependent on the occasion, they are prepared to try a new
wine in their price range in the on-trade, especially when
they feel the wine they would normally choose is too
expensive

Three of us were out and the sparkling was a
silly price, so we tried the Viognier instead
Mainstream-at-Homer

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Mainstream-at-Homers: How to target them
THEY HATE

THEY LOVE


Basic taste information on label (e.g. “dry”, “full-bodied”,
“fruity”, “blackcurrants” etc.), to help these consumers
identify wines that they are likely to enjoy



Label designs that are easily recognisable and facilitate
quick identification





Labels cluttered with information irrelevant to them,
including detailed information about the wine
producers, the region of origin, sustainability
credentials etc.



Difficulty in matching wine on shelf with price tag or
promotion information due to unclear labelling



When a product is on promotion but they have run
out of stock

Multi-buy or half price deals

OPPORTUNITIES





CHALLENGES

Build a strong brand known for consistent quality,
often available on promotion



Advantage for retailers who are consistently reliable
to maintain trust in them and therefore their ownbrand wine

Will almost always buy on promotion if possible –
difficult to convince these consumers to pay the
listed price



Becoming more aware of promotional tactics and
keen to make the best value wine choices
possible

Provide a large range to reassure that there are
options, but within that range provide “easy choices”
(e.g. clearly identified wines on promotion) and clear
navigation to help identify main brands and countries
of origin
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Mainstream-at-Homers: Carole and Mike
How does wine fit into your life?
Carole and I enjoy a glass of wine at
home, at the end of the day, to unwind
or share with friends if we’re
entertaining. We typically pick up a few
bottles when we do our weekly shop –
our supermarket often has good deals
on.
We don’t go out that much and I find
wines in bars and restaurants a bit pricey
for what they are. If I’m not familiar with
them I’d rather not take the risk of
ordering one I don’t like, but if we’re
celebrating, we’ll maybe spend a little bit
more on something special.

What wines do you enjoy drinking?
You can’t really go wrong with
Australian wines – brands such as
Yellow Tail or Wolf Blass are amongst
our favourites. They’re not too
expensive and we know we like them,
particularly the Pinot Grigio. If we’re
drinking red then I like a Merlot, but
Carole prefers something a bit lighter,
such as a Pinot Noir and for a special
occasion we might open a bottle of
Prosecco.

Where and how do you buy your wine?
I don’t see the point of going to a specialist shop – the wines are
expensive and we can find what we like in Sainsbury’s or Tesco’s; plus the
supermarkets don’t overwhelm you with too much choice.
I wouldn’t say we often try new wines, we know what we like and tend
to stick to it. However sometimes the supermarkets have special offers
on something we haven’t tried before, in which case it feels like good
reason to branch out.
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SUMMARY

Risk-Averse Youngsters: Summary

Wine
purchases
driven
primarily by
price

Inexperienced
drinkers whose
knowledge of and
confidence in wine
is fledgling

Brands you might find them drinking

Familiarity is key
to choosing
wine – they like
“tried and
tested” brands

Are reluctant to spend
money on wine

Often pick up wine ad
hoc on the way home

Mostly less engaged
with the wine category
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Risk-averse: Profile
Younger wine drinkers, lacking confidence in their wine choice and still finding their
way in the category
What you need to know

18%

 Younger and more inexperienced wine drinkers,
who feel insecure in their wine knowledge, and
make choices that are driven by their budget
 Almost exclusively drink wine in a social context,
often at dinners or parties at home with friends, or
in the on-trade
 Generally grab a bottle of wine at their local shop or
off-license on their way out, and rarely plan ahead
in terms of their wine purchases
 Use promotions, brands and “traditional” label
design to reassure over quality

Who are
they?

Younger drinkers

Share of imported wine
drinkers population

Off-trade
On-trade

More women
than men

19%

20%

Share of total volume of
wine consumed in the UK

18%
25%

Share of total value of wine
consumed in the UK

17%
20%

Generally not daily
drinkers

Gender

41% (45%)

59% (55%)

( ) All UK regular wine drinkers
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-averse: Motivations
Drinking wine is incidental to them, enhancing the occasion rather than constituting the
occasion in itself
Why do they drink wine?
I also drink beer, Prosecco, and ales when out
Risk-Averse Youngster



Wine joins beer and cider as a way to enhance social occasions



They tend to drink alcohol several times a week



Wine is generally seen as an expensive drink, so it is preferred shared as
part of a social situation rather than drunk as a staple



The occasion is more important than the drink – wine is not the centre
of attention for them



Feel their knowledge of wine is lacking, and are not particularly engaged
with the category, translating to a lack of adventurousness

We usually buy the same thing all the time so I
just pick it up on the way to work from the
convenience
Risk-Averse Youngster

Opportunistic buying habits: pick something up in the convenience store
on the way home

Functional



I drink at the end of the working week, or
sometimes at the end of the day, or with a meal
once or twice a week
Risk-Averse Youngster

Moodenhancing

Social

Personal

Most relevant motivations
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Involvement
Risk-Averse Youngsters are comparable to Generation Treaters in their involvement, yet with
less experience and confidence and laying more emphasis on price
How do they engage with wine?


They are significantly less likely to draw pleasure from drinking
wine than the average regular drinker, with many having a more
restricted repertoire



They take time to choose their wine, perhaps a symptom of a lack
of confidence since only 60% of them believe that deciding which
wine to buy is an important decision



Budget dominates their wine choosing, and they are significantly
more likely than average to believe that wine is an expensive drink



Over 4 in 10 believe that their wine knowledge is inadequate

What influences their choice?



Promotional offers are the most important choice cue for this
price-conscious group
Reflecting their lack of confidence, advice of friends and family are
important for over two thirds of Risk-Averse Youngsters, who are
also significantly more likely to value recommendations by shop
staff, wine critics, and wine books



Following the herd is therefore a noticeable factor in their wine
choosing



Habit is important for them, and having tried a wine before and
liked it provides a reassurance, encouraging repurchase

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

I don’t like my wine too dry – medium sweet –
I like German
Risk-Averse Youngster
I go for a cheap bottle of Pinot
Risk-Averse Youngster

I don’t know anything about wine – just
whatever I think tastes nice
Risk-Averse Youngster
I go for cheaper wines
Risk-Averse Youngster
If I point out a bad choice, my girlfriend will
put me right
Risk-Averse Youngster
Prosecco is in fashion at the moment
Risk-Averse Youngster
I usually get the same thing each time
Risk-Averse Youngster
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Alcoholic beverage repertoire
Other drinks, ranging from beer through cider to spirits, are especially important for RiskAverse Youngsters, whose alcohol world is far from dominated by wine
What drinks do they go for?


Although white and red dominate, they drink significantly less red wine than
most regular drinkers, and significantly more rosé

I like to go for beer and ales if I’m not on the
wine
Risk-Averse Youngster



They drink significantly more beer than most, reflective of the social nature of
their drinking as this drink is often consumed in bars and pubs. Beer is also a
drink that groups of men would be more likely to opt for when together

If I’m out with the boys we’ll get beers, not
wine
Risk-Averse Youngster



Perhaps demonstrative of their younger demographic, they are significantly more
likely to drink cider



Spirits also feature heavily for them, which are primarily consumed when out
with friends at pubs and bars, or partying

Top 5 beverages – past 6 months

I often go for JDs and Coke
Risk-Averse Youngster
Cider is something I often choose when out
Risk-Averse Youngster

% who drink the following alcoholic beverages

82% (81%)

White wine
Red wine
Rosé wine

68%* (73%)
63%* (54%)

Beer

62%* (55%)

Cider

61%* (45%)

* / * : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

% in grey is comparative data
for all regular wine drinkers
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Varietals
Varietals are a secondary consideration for the price-conscious Risk-Averse Youngsters
What is their attitude towards varietals?


Only just under 2 in 3 Risk-Averse Youngsters consider grape varietal to
be a concern when selecting wine



They have a clear preference for white over red varietals, many of which
they drink significantly less frequently than the average UK wine
consumer



In keeping with their impromptu buying habits, they often get their
wines to compliment what they are eating at dinner



Yet they are significantly more likely to drink Moscato than most
drinkers, showing a preference for sweeter whites that might be
expected in younger, less experienced drinkers

Top white grape varietals they consume
% who have drunk the following varietals in the past 6 months

Pinot Grigio

53% (51%)

Sauvignon Blanc

50% (54%)

Chardonnay
Chenin Blanc

Riesling

48% (51%)
22% (22%)
17% (18%)

I get my wine and add lemonade to it so it
doesn’t matter about varietal
Risk-Averse Youngster

I’ll frequently just go for some Pinot,
but only if it’s cheap
Risk-Averse Youngster

Top red grape varietals they consume
% who have drunk the following varietals in the past 3 months

Merlot
Cabernet Sauvignon

44%* (51%)
34%* (44%)

Pinot Noir

32% (33%)

Shiraz

26%* (39%)

Zinfandel

21% (19%)

* Statistically significantly lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Country/region of origin
As newcomers to the wine category, young and lacking in confidence, country and region of
origin plays a minor role in Risk-Averse Youngsters’ wine choosing
What is their attitude towards regions and countries of origin?


Regions and countries of origin do not feature highly on their list of priorities when it
comes to choosing wine. Instead, they are driven by price and recommendations by
friends and relations



Yet regions and countries of origin play an important role in the wine selection process if
they are tried and tested – familiarity is key



Region awareness is significantly lower than average, confined to famous Old World
regions such as Champagne, Bordeaux, Prosecco and Cava.



This also reflects their predilection for sparkling wines, which they consume more
frequently than the average UK wine drinker

Top 5 countries of origin consumed
% who have drunk wine from the following countries of origin in the past 6 months

Regions are important – I know Argentinian
wine and I like it
Risk-Averse Youngster
If I’m not going for still wine I’ll go for Prosecco
Risk-Averse Youngster

Top regions of origin purchased
% who have purchased wine from the following countries of origin in the past 3
months

France

Australia

46% (49%)
33%* (45%)

Spain

31%* (37%)

Italy

30%* (40%)

South Africa

28%* (36%)

Prosecco
Cava

34%* (27%)
24%* (17%)

Bordeaux

22% (21%)

Champagne

19%* (16%)

Rioja

16%* (24%)

* / * : Statistically significantly higher / lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: How do they choose brands?
Pricing, familiarity and recommendations are big factors when it comes to choosing a brand
What is their attitude towards brands?


Price is their main motivating factor: affordable pricing and promotional
offers play a major role in determining the desirability of a particular
brand, and brands that look too expensive are avoided



They have substantially lower than average brand awareness, with a
preference for lower-end, brands such as Blossom Hill, Echo Falls, and
Gallo, which they drink significantly more than the average UK wine
drinker



Their preference for more entry-level wines is partially explained by
their familiarity to them: they like to stick to what they know and have
tried and tested for themselves



Recommendations by others are an important factor for this group,
whose lack of experience in the category means that they are more likely
to turn to other people for advice

I wouldn’t go for that wine – it looks too
expensive to me!
Risk-Averse Youngster

Gallo is one I recognise - I have had it before. I
know I like it and it's not too pricey
Risk-Averse Youngster

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Brands you might find them drinking

My girlfriend gives me recommendations – if I
point out a bad choice she’ll put me right
Risk-Averse Youngster

I recognise Oyster Bay – they do a red and a
white – you stick with what you know really
Risk-Averse Youngster
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Off-trade behaviour
Usually pick up a bottle – often one they’ve bought before – on their way out to see
friends, and shopping therefore tends to be quick, unplanned and based on convenience
Wine in the off-trade


Their wine purchases are generally impromptu, rarely keeping wine at home



The supermarket is their top channel of choice, but due to their social drinking habits, they
also often grab a bottle at their local convenience store, being significantly more likely to
do shopping at local off-licences than the average consumer



They don’t go for a broad range of wines, generally grabbing whatever looks familiar to
them within a modest price bracket



Mid-spenders, typically £5 to £6 per bottle



Under-confident in their wine choice, mainly turning to promotions and recommendations
to reassure them over the quality of the wine



More likely than the average UK regular wine drinker to buy wine in discount stores

I’ll pick up some wine on my way home if I get
a text from my girlfriend saying we’re having
some tonight!
Risk-Averse Youngster

I look for the usual wine I buy
Risk-Averse Youngster

It’s always a nice surprise when something’s
on offer
Risk-Averse Youngster

Off-trade choice cue hierarchy
I hate it when I’m forced to pick something I
don’t know
Risk-Averse Youngster

Promotional offer
Recommendations

Familiarity

Varietal

Taste descriptions

ABV%

Bottle & label design

I don’t like my wine too dry – so I’d go for
something that says medium-sweet
Risk-Averse Youngster

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Where do they shop for wine?
Last-minute buyers with a propensity for popping in to convenience stores

Wine channel usage in the off-trade


Risk-Averse Youngsters make use of convenience stores such as local offlicences significantly more than any other group, which is explained by their
preference for social drinking and narrow repertoire



They tend not to buy online since this is at odds with their opportunistic
purchasing habits



They are also the most likely to shop at discount stores, many regularly
shopping at Aldi or Lidl, and they significantly more likely to shop at Lidl
than the average UK regular drinker





Risk-Averse Youngsters are also more likely to buy from independent wine
retailers or from wine shop chains (1 in 3) such as Odd Bins, which, along
with convenience stores, are retailers where customers can just pop in
casually to make a last-minute purchase
In addition to their tendency to shop at discounters, Risk-Averse Youngsters
are also significantly more likely to buy their wine at Asda (over 1/3),
Morrisons, or Bargain Booze, mirroring their price-conscious attitude
towards wine

Nobody buys wine enough to justify getting it
online
Risk-Averse Youngster

We all buy wine from Aldi and Lidl
Risk-Averse Youngster

I pick my wine up on the way back from work
Risk-Averse Youngster

I go to Asda as the brands there aren’t too
expensive
Risk-Averse Youngster

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: On-trade behaviour
Often enjoy wine when out at dinner or in bars, and willing to spend more than most
Wine in the on-trade

Occasionally I’ll go for a glass of wine in a
restaurant
Risk-Averse Youngster



They drink in the on-trade less than once per week on average,
the most common occasion being with an informal meal in a pub,
which 2 in 3 enjoy at least once per month



For men, there is some anti-wine pressure in the on-trade as
there is an expectation that they should be drinking beer



As with the off-trade, the social occasion takes precedent over
the wine itself



As price conscious consumers, their typical on-trade spend is less
than £15, and they are significantly more likely to spend less than
£10 than the average UK drinker

If I’m out with the boys I’d get beers, not wine
Risk-Averse Youngster

Since moving to London and having a more
active social life I’ve started getting more wine
out at bars
Risk-Averse Youngster

For me the worst thing is if you order a pricey
glass and then realise you don’t like it

On-trade frustrations


They tend to be wary of wine costing too much when out
compared to in the off-trade, and not being worth the money



Feeling uncomfortable with etiquette, perhaps due to lack of
confidence in their wine knowledge, such as being offered the
wine to taste when ordering a bottle

Risk-Averse Youngster

I go for cheap options off the menu – I might
take something along in my bag as well!
Risk-Averse Youngster

I don’t like when they bring the bottle and ask
if you want to taste it – what if you don’t like
it?
Risk-Averse Youngster

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: How to target them
THEY HATE

THEY LOVE


Making impulse buys as-and-when to suit their
social timetable, which is mainly when they drink



High prices, since they are particularly priceconscious



Good value for money and promotional offers





Brands with which they are already familiar,
especially unintimidating, entry-level ones

Having to opt for unknown brands, varietals or
regions





Being given recommendations about wine to
compensate for their lack of self-confidence in
the category

Not being big online buyers, relying on technology
such as wine apps to make their purchasing
decisions instead of looking for deals in store

OPPORTUNITIES


Target them in the convenience sector as they are the
most prevalent frequenters of this channel



Target them in the independent sector and in wine
shop chains, as they are also a strong presence here



More entry-level brands should be aware of this
group and target them due to their higher-than
average consumption of these brands



Discounters can take better advantage of this group,
who shop there for wine more than most

CHALLENGES


They generally stick with what is familiar to them,
making persuading them to branch out a difficult
task



Their thriftiness and reluctance to spend can be a
barrier



Social occasions are more important to them than
the wine itself, making wine particularly vulnerable
to non-wine alternatives amongst this group
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Risk-Averse Youngsters: Will
How does wine fit into your life?
If I’m going to a friend’s for dinner or
eating out then that’s when I’m mostly
likely to drink wine. I go for something
familiar - choosing a wine can be
confusing enough so I stick to what I
know! I wouldn’t usually get a bottle if
I’m just in by myself.
If I’m out with the boys at a pub or bar, I
don’t think I’d get a glass of wine. I might
have a glass with a meal at a friend’s, but
to be honest, wine isn’t really my thing.
I’m actually just as likely to grab a few
beers, particularly if it’s just us guys.

What wines do you enjoy drinking?
I know I like Gallo and Jacob’s Creek –
they’re easy to drink and not too
expensive either. Other than that I’m
not really familiar with many brands,
but I stay away from anything that looks
too pricey.
My dad likes to give me tips on what to
buy – I can usually trust his advice, and
I’ve tried a few different wines with
friends, so I’ve bought those again as
well.

Where and how do you buy your wine?
When going to a friend’s for dinner I’ll pop into somewhere convenient on my
way – maybe Oddbins as they can also point me in the right direction if I can’t
decide. If I’m doing something at mine I’ll try to plan ahead and grab a bottle
from Lidl or Asda when I do my regular shopping.
If we’re eating out I try not to choose the wine – I always feel really awkward
when you’re supposed to taste it first! I’m also not totally convinced that
wines in restaurants are any better. They’re more expensive for sure, but I
think you can get something just as good in a supermarket.
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SUMMARY

Senior Sippers: Summary
One of the largest
group in terms of
number of drinkers,
but less valuable due
to low spend and less
frequent wine
consumption

Brands you might find them drinking

Affordability and
familiarity are key
drivers: they tend to
buy own label and
deep discount
promotions

Unlikely to explore beyond
wines they know and trust

Rarely drink wine
in the on-premise

Choices are normally
limited by what they
can afford to spend
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Senior Sippers: Profile
Older, less frequent wine drinkers with a limited interest in wine

What you need to know

23%

 Older and less frequent wine drinkers, who
often drink a small glass of wine in the
evening, especially on the weekends, and
occasionally drink wine in the on-trade
 Often choose the cheapest wine on the
shelf, and generally feel that there is little
point in paying more than necessary for the
style of wine they like
 Wine preferences established earlier on in
their wine lives and tend to be fixed

Who are
they?

Older consumers

Share of imported wine
drinkers population

Share of total volume of
wine consumed in the UK

Off-trade
On-trade

Lower income, often
retired

12%

17%

Slightly more women than
men

17%
15%

Share of total value of wine
consumed in UK

14%
10%

From all across the UK

Gender

( ) All UK regular wine drinkers

42% (45%) 58% (55%)

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Senior Sippers: Motivations and involvement
Wine mainly fulfills a functional role as a healthy and affordable alcoholic beverage for
this group

Senior Sippers see wine as a healthy and affordable alcoholic drink
– when they’re buying wine, price and grape variety are top-ofmind



They drink a few times a month, or once a week, mainly for
informal occasions at home



This group has low involvement in wine and does not particularly
enjoy shopping for wine – they tend to stick to their tried-andtested brands



Not particularly concerned about their relative lack of knowledge,
as wine is not an interest for them; only 1 in 5 feel competent
about their wine knowledge

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix

Moodenhancing

Personal

Social



Functional

Why do they drink wine?

Most relevant motivations
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Senior Sippers: Repertoire
They drink from a narrow repertoire of brands, varietals and countries, often favouring
low-price brands
What do they drink


White wine is their main drink of choice



They are less likely to drink all other alcoholic beverages
compared to the average



Tend to only drink varietals that they are most familiar with and
prefer more traditional styles of red wine



As older, experienced drinkers, they are more likely to be aware
of most brands, countries and regions than the average (and
most other segments)





However, awareness does not translate into purchase, and this
group under indexes compared to the average in terms of buying
these brands, countries and regions and showing any affinity for
them

They are also less adventurous and may be out of touch with
current brands, with nearly 1/5 saying that they don’t buy any of
the brands tested

Brands you might find them drinking

Top 5 counties of origin consumed
% who have drunk wine from the following countries in the past 6 months

Australia
France
Italy
South Africa
Spain

46% (45%)
42%* (49%)
37% (40%)
35% (36%)
34% (37%)

* : Statistically significantly lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Senior Sippers: Off and on trade behaviour
Often choose to purchase wine in mainstream supermarkets and discounters, reflecting
their price conscious attitude towards wine
Wine in the off-trade

Wine channel usage in the off-trade

 Often choose the cheapest wine on the shelf, and
generally feel that there is little point in paying more
than necessary for a bottle of wine



Buy their wine in supermarkets and discounters and
are less likely to purchase wine in other channels,
reflecting their price-conscious attitude towards wine

 Heavily influenced by promotional offers and own
label



The least likely of all groups to shop for wine online



The Big 4 appear in their top 5 supermarkets where
they purchase wine, alongside Aldi



Less likely to use more upmarket supermarkets and
wine chains such as Waitrose and Majestic

 Most likely to purchase wine to drink for an informal
dinner at home
 Over 4 in 5 will typically spend under £6 for a bottle of
wine in a shop

Off-trade choice cue hierarchy

Wine in the on-trade


Very occasionally drink wine in the on-trade and when
they do, they try to spend as little as possible – less
than £10 if they can



They drink less wine than the UK average regular wine
drinker in pubs or bars

Promotional offer

Brand
Grape variety

Country

Taste descriptors

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Senior Sippers: How to target them
THEY HATE

THEY LOVE


Cheaper, reliable brands that are always in stock



Not being able to quickly identify a wine’s price



Wines grouped by price, with low-priced or discounted
wines together for easy identification and for shopping
convenience



Difficulty in finding the wine they’re looking for –
small writing





Clear label or shelf information on key aspects of wine
style and taste, including body or degree of sweetness

In-store compliance issues (e.g. missing stock and
misaligned shelf signs), which they find particularly
difficult to work around

OPPORTUNITIES


Label individual bottles with wine price to reduce
frustration over difficulty in identifying wine price

CHALLENGES


These consumers are reluctant to trade up



They have little patience for exploring the wine aisle, and
may therefore miss wines that could be of interest to them
if these are not displayed in a clearly identified area
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Senior Sippers: Liz and Phil
How does wine fit into your life?
The doctor told us that wine is good for
you, so I think a small glass of wine with
dinner once a week is ok. We don’t
really drink much more than that.
On the very odd occasion we might have
a glass if and when we go out to a
restaurant, but the wines can be quite
expensive. Neither of us feel it’s worth
spending much more than £10 for things
like that.

What wines do you enjoy drinking?
We typically drink white wine more
than red, I’d say, and we enjoy
Australian wines in particular – they’re
a good price for what you get.
French wines are usually reliable and
you can get a nice, classic red that’s not
too fancy.
Overall I wouldn’t say we have any
particular favourite brands as such, we
simply go for something quite cheap.

Where and how do you buy your wine?
I generally let my husband choose the wine as I’m not particularly bothered
about what we have. I find it all a bit confusing to be honest – if I do buy a
bottle, I like to find a favourite or a reasonably-priced one easily. It’s not
something I want to spend a lot of time on. Our local shop is Morrison's so
we will buy a bottle maybe once a week, nothing too expensive, of course.
Our daughter tried to get us to do this online shopping, but we’re really not
bothered about it – it seems more hassle than it’s worth.
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SUMMARY

Kitchen Casuals: Summary
Unlikely to
know the
varietals or
regions of the
wines they
drink

Middle-aged,
lower income
earners with
less disposable
income to
spend on wine

Brands you might find them drinking

Unengaged and
uninterested wine
drinkers whose
limited
consumption is
restricted to the
off-premise

Wine is almost exclusively
consumed in the off-premise

The segment least
knowledgeable about wine

Choices are normally
limited by what they can
afford to spend
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Kitchen Casuals: Profile
They prefer to drink at home, have little to spend and are unengaged with the wine category

What you need to know

14%

 Middle-aged consumers who almost
exclusively drink wine at home rather
than in the on-trade
 Typically unengaged with wine, having
low involvement and little interest in
learning about wine
 Drink comparatively infrequently, and
when they do, choose low-priced wines,
either on promotion or with low list prices

Who are
they?

Middle-aged or
older consumers

Share of imported wine
drinkers population

Share of total volume of
wine consumed in the UK

Off-trade
On-trade

Often from lower
income groups

4%

8%

11%
1%

Share of total value of wine
consumed in the UK

8%
<1%

Come from all across the
UK, concentrated away
from London

Gender

47% (45%)

53% (55%)

( ) All UK regular wine drinkers
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Kitchen Casuals: Motivations and involvement
Kitchen Casuals are uninterested and uninvolved drinkers who spend less

Only drink wine occasionally, typically around 1-3 times per month, and are
relatively unengaged with the category



Generally drink wine at home but not when entertaining, which they do less
than most



Nothing binds them to wine as a product, drinking less of it than the average
regular UK wine drinker



Seldom drink wine in the on-trade, if they do spending far less than the
average drinker



As more solitary drinkers, social occasions are therefore less of a motivator for
them than for the average drinker



Generally consider themselves to be ignorant on the subject of wine and are
less likely to consider wine important to their lifestyle, take time buying it,
attempt to get the best quality possible for their budget, or draw pleasure
from drinking it



Moodenhancing

Personal

Social



Functional

Why do they drink wine?

Most relevant motivations

As less affluent drinkers, they are more likely than most to feel that wine is
unreasonably expensive

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Kitchen Casuals: Repertoire
Drink less of everything and are less likely to know what they’re drinking, where it comes
from, or what the brand is
What do they drink?


They have a low country, region and brand awareness, demonstrating
their lack of interest and involvement in wine



This is complemented by a lower than average rate of purchase for
almost all countries, regions and brands



More likely than any other group to profess ignorance as to the
provenance or the brand of the wine they are drinking



They are also less likely to know the grape varietals they have
consumed recently, all of which they drink significantly less than
average



Of the grape varietals they do consume, there is a slight preference
for white varietals, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc coming out on
top. As for the reds, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon are clear
favourites



They are generally less into their alcohol than most other groups,
drinking all alcoholic beverages except for beer and whisky
significantly less than the regular UK wine drinker

Top 5 countries of origin consumed

Brands you might find them drinking

% who have drunk wine from the following countries in the past 6 months

Australia

39%* (45%)

France

33%* (49%)

South Africa
Italy
Spain

29%* (36%)

27%* (40%)
26%* (37%)

* : Statistically significantly lower than all UK regular wine drinkers at a 95% confidence level
Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Kitchen Casuals: Off- and on-trade behaviour
Spending virtually nothing in the on-trade, the off-trade and in particular supermarkets are
important to Kitchen Casuals, although even here their spending is kept to a minimum
Channels and stores

Off-trade behaviour


Off-trade completely dominates their wine-buying
habits



Despite this, they generally spend below £5, and are
significantly less likely to spend more than £6
compared to most other groups



When buying a gift for somebody they are likely to
stretch their budget to around £6, but are still
significantly less likely to spend more than £8

Off-trade choice cue hierarchy



They make their purchases almost exclusively in supermarkets, and are
driven primarily by price (including promotional offers), and familiarity,
accounted for by the low incomes and low wine involvement of this segment



Discount stores such as Aldi and Lidl are their second most popular
destination of choice to buy wine, with just over 1 in 4 purchasing wine here
regularly, nearly twice as many as in 2013, yet this is significantly lower than
the average UK wine drinker



They are significantly less likely to shop in all other channels than the
average drinker, yet supermarket websites are becoming increasingly
popular as are convenience stores, showing a twofold and 7% increase on
2013 respectively



Tesco is their go-to supermarket, with over 4 in 10 shopping here regularly,
followed by Sainsbury’s, ASDA, Aldi, Morrisons and Lidl

Promotional offer

Wine in the on-trade

Brand I am aware of

Grape variety



They spend a negligible amount in the on-trade, drinking in it significantly
less than average with 4 in 5 not drinking in the on-trade at all



Those few who do spend in the on-trade typically spend less than £10,
significantly less than other groups

Country of origin

Alcohol content

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK, March, July and October 2015, UK regular wine drinkers (n=3,025)
Wine Intelligence, qualitative research methodology (focus group and online community), see Appendix
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Kitchen Casuals: How to target them
THEY HATE

THEY LOVE


Cheap, reliable brands that are always in stock



Not being able to quickly identify a wine’s price



Wines grouped by price, with low-priced wines together
for easy identification and for shopping convenience





Clear label or shelf information on key aspects of wine
style and taste, including body / degree of sweetness,
and alcohol content

The cost of wine these days (and alcohol generally),
especially in the on-trade, which they tend to avoid
altogether

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES



Low cost, clearly labelled and reassuring products





Persuading them to move beyond the lowest cost
product

Supermarkets could take advantage of the growing
number of Kitchen Casuals using their websites for
wine purchases



Getting them interested in the wine category
generally, and getting them to branch out in terms
of region of origin, varietal, and brand
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Kitchen Casuals: Wendy
How does wine fit into your life?
I’m not a big wine drinker really – maybe
a couple of times a month. If I’ve had a
hard day at work or something like that I
might grab a bottle to have at home, but
I don’t tend to drink it in bars or
restaurants.
To be honest, I don’t really know much
about wine, and it’s not something that’s
a big deal for me.

What wines do you enjoy drinking?
I think I like Chardonnay, or is it
Sauvignon Blanc? I’m not too sure!
When I do drink a red wine, which isn’t
often, I usually go for Blossom Hill
because it’s normally on offer. But I
have no idea where it comes from. I
struggle to remember the names of the
wines I like, or what countries they’re
from.
Often, they all pretty much taste the
same anyway.

Where and how do you buy your wine?
I shop at Tesco’s mainly, so if I am going to buy wine, that’s where I’ll
buy it. They have quite a few bottles at around £5 – I don’t like
spending more than that, unless it’s for a present, and even then I
don’t want to pay more than say £8. It doesn’t really seem worth it
– what do you get for the extra money?
I think Aldi and Lidl can be quite good as well – they’re in a similar
price range so I’d consider them too.
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Quantitative Methodology


The data for this study was collected in March, July and October 2015



Data was gathered via Wine Intelligence’s Vinitrac® online survey:



Respondents were screened to ensure that they drink wine at least once a
month; drink red, white or rosé wine; and buy wine in the off-trade or in
the trade



Invalid respondents (those who sped through the survey or gave
inconsistent answers to selected questions) were removed before analysis



The data is representative of UK regular wine drinkers in terms of age and
gender



The distribution of the sample is shown in the table on the right

UK

Sample size
Male
Gender Female
Total
LDA-24
25-34
35-44
Age 45-54
55-64
65 and over
Total

2015
3,025
45%
55%
100%
10%
16%
18%
18%
16%
23%
100%

Source: Wine Intelligence, Vinitrac® UK,
March, July and October 2015, UK regular
wine drinkers (n=3,025)
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Qualitative Methodology: Online community & focus group
Online community methodology


A 5-day online community discussion with 9 x Adventurous
Connoisseurs was conducted in March 2016



The online community discussion last approximately 1 to 1.5 hours
per over a week, covering general wine drinking behaviour and
preferences, motivations and attitudes towards wine, purchase
choice cues and shopping exercise



Focus group methodology


Three focus groups with Generation Treaters, Risk-Averse
Youngsters and Mainstream-at-Homers were conducted in March
2016 in London



Each focus group discussion lasted approximately 1 hour, covering
general wine drinking behaviour and preferences, motivations and
attitudes towards wine, purchase choice cues and virtual shopping
exercise

Respondents were also encouraged to upload pictures of wine they
have drunk or their favourite wine drinking occasions
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For any questions on this report, please contact:
Kirsty Mainprize

Project Manager

kirsty@wineintelligence.com

Wine Intelligence
109 Maltings Place
169 Tower Bridge Road
London
SE1 3LJ
Telephone:
Email:
Web:
Twitter:
Facebook:

+44 (0)20 7378 1277
info@wineintelligence.com
www.wineintelligence.com
http://twitter.com/wineintell
http://www.facebook.com/wineintelligence
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Wine Intelligence Ltd Terms and Conditions of Licence for Syndicated Research
Products – key sections
Definitions and Interpretation
The “Agreement” means the Agreement between Wine Intelligence Ltd and the Customer to provide a
Licence for the use of the Syndicated Research Report(s) for Fees on these terms and conditions of
business and as set out in a Proposal and the Acceptance of Proposal
“WI” is Wine Intelligence Ltd, trading as Wine Intelligence.
“Customer” means the person or entity purchasing the Licence for the use of the Syndicated Research
Report(s)
“Proprietary Information” means all information contained in the Syndicated Research Report(s) and
associated briefings or presentations by WI, plus all logos, Processes, third party data and formats
contained therein
“Licence” means the Customer’s right to use, store, retrieve and disseminate the Syndicated Research
Report(s), as defined by the Agreement
“Acceptance of Proposal” means the document provided by the Customer to WI confirming the terms of
engagement of WI to provide the Customer with the Licence for the use of the Syndicated Research
Report(s)
“Fees” means the fees payable by the Customer to WI, as set out in the Contract, plus VAT at the current
rate, subject to exemptions as set out in UK and EU law

“Processes” means any research processes, techniques and methodologies used in the creation of the
Syndicated Research Report(s)
“Proposal” means the specification of the Syndicated Research Report(s) by WI to the Customer
“Syndicated Research Report” means a written document containing Wine Intelligence copyright
materials such as data, information, insight, commentary, either written, oral, video, or audio and, where
appropriate, copyright materials of a Third Party that have been reproduced by permission
“Representative Organisation” means any body, association, trading group, generic organisation or any
other coalition of interested parties, howsoever constituted, that acts on behalf of a broader group of
stakeholders

2.. Copyright
2.1 The Copyright in the Syndicated Research Report(s) shall at all times vest with WI. The copyright in all
artwork, data and copy for each element of the report created and assembled by WI shall at all times
remain the property of WI.

2.2 All copyright and any other intellectual property rights in any material produced supplied or made
available by a third party to WI for inclusion in the Syndicated Research Report shall remain the property
of the third party. The Customer warrants its title to WI, except as may be expressly disclosed in writing,
and agrees to indemnify WI against any claims by third parties in respect of any infringement of their
copyright or other intellectual property rights.
2.3 WI asserts to the Customer its moral right to be identified as the author of the Syndicated Research
Report in accordance with the UK Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 Section 77 and 78, and shall be
entitled to hold itself out as the author of the Syndicated Research Report (and in particular the research
undertaken in the process of completing the Syndicated Research Report) as part of WI’s own general
marketing activities. WI shall be entitled to publish the name of the Customer in association with the
Syndicated Research Report(s) as part of this general marketing activities.
2.4 The copyright in the Processes used to execute the Syndicated Research Report shall remain the
property of WI throughout.
3. Licence
3.1 WI grants to the Customer under the Agreement a non-exclusive Licence in perpetuity to store and
retrieve an electronic version of the Syndicated Research Report(s)
3.2 The Customer is entitled to disseminate the Syndicated Research Report(s) within its immediate
organisation, including organisations affiliated by majority shareholdings, legally liable partnerships, or
other majority ownership structure

3.3 If the Customer is a Representative Organisation, the entitlement outlined in Clause 7.2 DOES NOT
extend to parties who hold membership or similar interest in the Representative Organisation, except by
specific written permission from WI and the payment of further Fees associated with a Multi-User
Licence
3.4 The Customer is entitled to extract elements of the Syndicated Research Report and re-use them for
internal and external presentations, subject to the doctrine of Fair Use
3.5 At all times the Customer must identify any information extracted from the Syndicated Research
Report in 7.5 above as being from WI

“Subscription Products” means Syndicated Research Reports delivered to the Customer periodically as
part of an ongoing Agreement

4. Warranties

1. Engagement

No advice or information whether oral or written provided by WI to the Customer through the
Syndicated Research Report(s) shall create any warranty not expressly stated in this Agreement.

The Customer engages WI to provide the Syndicated Research Report(s), and WI agrees to do so upon the
terms of the Agreement for payment of the Fees.
The Fees for the Syndicated Research Reports shall be priced in Pounds Sterling. WI will publish indicative
prices in Euros, US Dollars, Australian Dollars, Canadian Dollars from time to time, and the Customer will
have the opportunity to pay for Syndicated Research Reports using these currencies. Should the Customer
opt for this form of payment the exact amount payable will be based on the prevailing exchange rate at
the time of the execution of the Agreement.

The Client warrants and undertakes to abide by the UK Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 Section
77 & 78, and undertakes to obey the copyright restrictions on any materials received as part of this
Agreement.

Please contact Wine Intelligence for full terms and conditions
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